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We think holistically – in systems 
The diversity of heroal aluminium systems 

When windows, doors and façades combine with roller shutters 
to form one harmonious-looking unit, heroal systems are sure 
to be in use: we develop, produce and sell coordinated profile 
systems made from aluminium. For a substantial part of the 
building shell, we thus offer individual solutions that emphasise 
the architecture.

The unique diversity of our design is achieved thanks to our ex-
cellent coating technologies. They give window and roller shutter 
systems the appearance of a unified whole, despite the fact that 
different coating techniques are used: the highly weather-resist-
ant (hwr) heroal powder coating for extrusion profiles is optimally 
coordinated with the heroal 2-layer thick coating for roll-formed 
systems.
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With the next generation of surface finishing, we now offer even 
more creative design options: with heroal Surface Design (SD), 
refined wood and concrete looks are possible – as well as many 
other designs. Additional opportunities for differentiation are 
not all that heroal SD has to offer; it also stands out thanks to 
its superior resistance level and extremely convenient finishing. 

With our different coating variants, you – as well as investors, 
architects and planners – obtain the optimal basis for your 
sophisticated, harmonious design concepts, with a durable, 
individual building element design in aluminium.
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SIMPLY BETTER. DESIGNED.
The combination of the coating techniques heroal hwr and 
heroal SD exceeds the positive characteristics of profile foiling – 
and also offers additional design freedom. See for yourself:

Features Profile foiling heroal hwr/heroal SD

Corrosion and weather resistance + ++

High UV resistance + ++

Resistance level with respect to solvents + ++

No restrictions with respect to profile geometry 0 ++
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heroal SD 
Fine surfaces with high-quality designs

The natural appearance of oak and walnut or the sophisti-
cated radiance of concrete: heroal SD enables the creation of 
these striking surface designs, allowing you to give doors and 
windows a particularly refined air. Almost all desired decors 
can be realised using the heroal SD coating technique, giving 
your property an individual look.

The design in question is carefully transferred onto the pre-
viously applied hwr powder coating. The high quality to which 
you are accustomed with heroal is, of course, guaranteed. On 
all sides, the designs fuse with the layer of paint below: the 
combined heroal coating techniques thus ensure first-class 
surface quality. 

Additional benefi ts: 
 » no tears when profiles are cut
 » coating of all sides possible
 » no restrictions with respect to profile geometry

Individuality in the 
most beautiful design

Ensure a unique design with heroal SD. Demonstrate the 
additional differentiation options that heroal SD offers to your 
customers: thanks to the additional finishing, the new coating 
technique guarantees creative scope for the individual design 
of building elements.

Highlights at a glance: 
 » profiles up to 7,200 mm in length 
 » sheet metal infill panels up to 1,400×3,000 mm on one side
 » edge parts up to a flank height of 250 mm, 
sheet metal thickness up to 3 mm

 » smooth or finely structured foil 
 » surfacing finishing on one or two sides 
 » corrosion and weather resistance
 » High UV resistance 
 » more resistant than film coatings, 
including with respect to solvents

All 
Profile cross-sections 
can be coated

Sheet metal up to 
1,400×3,000 mm 
can be coated on one side
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Aluminium base material

heroal hwr powder coating

Sublimation ink

Support for sublimation ink

200°

Aluminium base material

heroal hwr powder coating

Printed sublimation ink

Sublimation ink substrate

heroal SD increases design options: 
once the heroal hwr powder coating 
has been applied to the profiles, the 
heroal SD coating technique fol-
lows. This involves the profiles being 
wrapped in a transfer foil with subli-
mation ink. Using a vacuum process, 
the profiles are shrink-wrapped; heat 
of 200 °C bakes the ink into the pow-
der coating. Once the foil has been 
removed, the surface finish appears 
in its full aesthetic glory. 

Coating with an effective finish

Pick up on the trends in building architecture: properties 
shouldn't only be of the best quality but should also be individ-
ually and economically sustainable.

Our heroal hwr powder coating meets the highest architec-
tural standards when it comes to excellent colour stability, 
gloss retention, weather resistance and protection against UV 
radiation. Even in industrial environments with high emissions, 
our systems impress for many years thanks to their excellent 
characteristics. 
 

heroal hwr powder coating

Chromium-free passivation

Aluminium base material

Diagram of a profile with heroal hwr 
powder coating – not to scale.
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Tests according to GSB specifications

Resistance level of heroal SD to chemicals

Medium Temperature/time Changes

Super petrol 25 °C/60 minutes None

Normal petrol 25 °C/60 minutes None

Diesel 25 °C/60 minutes None

Xylol 25 °C/60 minutes None

Acetone/acetic acid 25 °C/60 minutes None

Brake fluid 25 °C/60 minutes None

Methyl ethyl ketone 25 °C/60 minutes None

Rubbed 10 times with wad of cotton wool 25 °C/60 minutes None

Acetone 25 °C/60 minutes None

Hydrochloric acid 0.1 N 25 °C/4 hours None

Sodium hydroxide solution 0.1 N 25 °C/4 hours None

Test DIN standard Result

Resistance to mortar According to ASTM D 3260 Minimum requirements are exceeded.

Blue scale ISO 105 B02/94 Value <= 7 (for external decor)

Mandrel bend test ISO 1519 and DIN 53152 No tears after bending on a spindle with  
an 8 mm diameter.

Indentation resistance Buchholz ISO 2815 and DIN 53153 Buchholz hardness 80 with 60 ym film thickness

Erichson cupping ISO 1520 Powder coating 3 mm

Gloss ISO 2813 and DIN 67530;  
irradiation angle 60°

The level of gloss ranges from matt to glossy depending  
on the powder coating.

Adhesive strength Cross-cut test according to ISO 2409 
and DIN 53151 Crosshatch Value 0

Condensation, constant climate DIN 50017 KK After 1,000 hours, no bubbles were discernible.  
Infiltration at the cross section amounted to less than 1 mm.

Condensation, changing climate ISO 3231 and DIN 50018 SFW 0.2;  
24 cycles in accordance with QUALICOAT No bubbles; no infiltration at the cross-section of over 1 mm

Machu test Short-term corrosion test Maximum infiltration at the cross-section of 0.5 mm

Film thickness ISO 2360 and DIN 50984 The film thickness on the visible surfaces exposed to weather-
ing may not fall below 50 ym and may not exceed 120 ym.

Artificial weathering ISO 2809 and DIN 53231 Residual gloss: > 50 % of the initial value

Resistance to boiling water Pressure cooker After a one-hour test in boiling water, no bubbles and  
no reduction of adhesion were discernible.

heroal hwr powder coating

Chromium-free passivation

Aluminium base material

Diagram of a profile with heroal hwr 
powder coating – not to scale.
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301 | Rough Walnut 302 | Light Cherry 304 | Walnut

Diverse design

307 | Golden Oak306 | Light Douglas Fir305 | Dark Douglas Fir

309 | Sapele 310 | Bog Oak308 | Nut

313 | Concrete Look 314 | Mountain Pine312 | Rust
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Colours may differ from the original design colours for technical printing reasons.

Diverse design

320 | Siena PN Noce319 | AnTEAK

315 | Oregon 0970

318 | Walnut V 0955

316 | Oregon 0957 317 | Dark Oak

321 | Mahogany

Many expressive designs 

Our colour chart shows you all available heroal SD designs. Please note that the 
designs shown are merely intended to provide initial guidance. The panels do not 
guarantee a binding design or colour. 
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Window and door systems

Sun protection systems

Curtain wall systems
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heroal – the aluminium  
system supplier
As one of the leading aluminium system suppliers, heroal 
develops and produces optimally coordinated systems for 
windows, doors, curtain walls, roller shutters, roller doors 
and sun protection, as well as folding and sliding shut-
ters, insect screens, terrace roofs and carports. Thanks to 
minimum energy use in production and maximum energy 
conservation during use, heroal system solutions make 
a key contribution to enabling sustainable construction – 
associated with the utmost economy in the processing of 
systems and the enhancement of buildings.

Innovation, service,  
design, sustainability
The heroal brand stands for system solutions that combine 
practical innovations, industry-leading service, compre-
hensive sustainability and high-quality design that can be 
integrated into any architectural concept.

Roller shutters | Sun protection | Roller doors | Windows | Doors | Curtain walls | Service

heroal – Johann Henkenjohann GmbH & Co. KG
Österwieher Str. 80 | 33415 Verl (Germany) | Tel. +49 5246 507-0 | Fax +49 5246 507-222 | www.heroal.com Ite
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